**OVEGA-PD**

10-30W | 900-3000 LUMENS | 90CRI | 2700-5000K

Stylish and Compact Pendant Luminaire that will enhance any Retail or Commercial Applications. Standard with 90CRI Rating and Integral Triac/0-10v Dimmable Driver.

### DETAILS

- **Dimming:** Triac (5-100%) and 0-10v
- **Input Voltage:** 100-277v 50-60Hz
- **Finishes:** White, Black, Silver
- **Beam Angle:** 15, 24, 38, 60, Zoom (15-45)
- **Operating Temp Range:** -20c through +45c
- **Warranty:** 5 Years
- **Weight:** 0.36lbs
- **Mounting:** Surface or Recessed Junction box (by others). Available with fixed track mounting option.
- **Glare Control:** 6 Optical Accessories available in all finishes to match the light. No tools required to install accessories or lenses.
- **Additional:** Ovega family also includes track and surface mount options.

### DIMENSIONS

1250mm (50") Cord as standard.

Custom lengths available upon request.

Measurements in Millimeters. To Convert to Inches Divide by 25.4

### TRACK OPTIONS

- **“J” Style**
  - Contech | Juno
- **“H” Style**
  - Halo | Intense
- **“L” Style**
  - Lightolier

### OPTIC ACCESSORIES (ORDER SEPERATELY) - NO OPTICS FOR ZOOM

- **Hexcell Louver**
  - HEX-BK / HEX-WH
- **Cross Blade Louver**
  - CB-BK / CB-WH
- **Barn Doors**
  - BD-BK / BD-WH
- **Full Snoot**
  - FS-BK / FS-WH
- **Tapered Snoot**
  - TS-BK / TS-WH
- **Wallwash Ring**
  - WW-BK / WW-WH

### Ordering Information:

- **OVEGA-PD**
  - **WATTS:** 10W | 20W | 30W
  - **TEMP:** 2700K | 3000K | 3500K | 4000K | 5000K
  - **BEAM:** 15D | 24D | 38D | 60D | 15-45ZOOM
  - **FINISH:** WH | BK | SL
  - **MOUNTING:** PENDANT | J | H | L | GB

10w-865lm | 20w-1915lm | 30w-2845lm (Based on 3000k)
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